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Applications

Discovery 
•  Find new transcripts 

•  Find transcript boundaries 

•  Find splice junctions 

•  Find gene fusions 

•  Find mutations (SNPs) 

•  Quantify allele specific expression 

Comparison 
Given samples from different experimental conditions, find effects of the 
treatment on  

•  Gene expression strengths  

•  Isoform abundance ratios, splice patterns, transcript boundaries, etc  
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Abstract
Mutations in genes encoding proteins involved in RNA splicing have been found to occur at relatively high
frequencies in several tumour types including myelodysplastic syndromes, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, uveal
melanoma, and pancreatic cancer, and at lower frequencies in breast cancer. To investigate whether dysfunction in
RNA splicing is implicated in the pathogenesis of breast cancer, we performed a re-analysis of published exome and
whole genome sequencing data. This analysis revealed that mutations in spliceosomal component genes occurred
in 5.6% of unselected breast cancers, including hotspot mutations in the SF3B1 gene, which were found in
1.8% of unselected breast cancers. SF3B1 mutations were significantly associated with ER-positive disease, AKT1
mutations, and distinct copy number alterations. Additional profiling of hotspot mutations in a panel of special
histological subtypes of breast cancer showed that 16% and 6% of papillary and mucinous carcinomas of the
breast harboured the SF3B1 K700E mutation. RNA sequencing identified differentially spliced events expressed in
tumours with SF3B1 mutations including the protein coding genes TMEM14C, RPL31, DYNL11, UQCC, and ABCC5,
and the long non-coding RNA CRNDE. Moreover, SF3B1 mutant cell lines were found to be sensitive to the SF3b
complex inhibitor spliceostatin A and treatment resulted in perturbation of the splicing signature. Albeit rare,
SF3B1 mutations result in alternative splicing events, and may constitute drivers and a novel therapeutic target
in a subset of breast cancers.
© 2014 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Pathological Society of Great Britain
and Ireland.
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Introduction

The ability to characterize entire genomes at base
pair resolution using massively parallel sequencing
technologies provides a unique opportunity to unravel
genotypic–phenotypic associations in breast cancer,
which can be exploited for the identification of drivers
of tumourigenesis and, ultimately, therapeutic targets.
Recent breast cancer sequencing studies have high-
lighted the complex nature of the landscape of breast
cancer genomes, characterizing both the mutational
signatures of breast cancer [1–3] and their mutational
repertoire [4–8]. These seminal studies have high-
lighted that there are a few highly recurrent mutations

in breast cancer, including TP53 and PIK3CA, and
a wide spectrum of genes mutated in a small minor-
ity of tumours. However, some of the low-frequency
mutations (i.e. present in 0.5–2%) of breast cancers
constitute bona fide drivers and therapeutic targets in
other cancer types, such as BRAF and KRAS activating
hotspot mutations [6].

In addition to known drivers, massively parallel
sequencing studies have resulted in the identification
of novel mutations in multiple components of the
RNA splicing machinery. Somatic mutations affecting
different spliceosomal component genes are preferen-
tially found in myeloid neoplasms showing features
of myelodysplasia (MDS) and seemingly occur in a

© 2014 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Pathological Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 2. Identification of differential splicing in SF3B1 mutant (n= 3) and wild-type (n= 11) papillary carcinomas of the breast. Plots of
normalised RNA-sequencing reads for (A) CRNDE , (B) TMEM14C , and (C) RPL31 in SF3B1 wild-type (blue) and SF3B1 mutant (red) tumours.
Schematic representations of the exon structures are shown above the graph, with exons represented by boxes. Differentially spliced exon
bins are indicated by lighter coloured shading. Box plots representing the validation of the differential splicing event in wild-type (blue)
versus mutant (red) tumours by quantitative RT-PCR.

In addition, silencing of specific splice variants of
CRNDE failed to identify any SF3B1 mutant-specific
effects (Figures 3D and 3E). These results suggest that
SF3B1 mutations are likely driving the malignant pheno-
type of the cells through perturbations in RNA splicing;
however, this driving effect could not be ascribed to a
single differentially spliced transcript tested.

Taken together, our findings demonstrate that
although SF3B1 mutations are unlikely to account for
the histological characteristics of papillary carcinomas
of the breast, these mutations affect mRNA splicing and
likely constitute driver genetic events.

Discussion

Here we describe the repertoire of mutations in spliceo-
somal components in breast cancer through a re-analysis
of public exome and whole genome sequencing data.
Our data reveal that some spliceosome mutations are
mutually exclusive in breast cancer, consistent with the
observations made in myelodysplastic lesions [9]; how-
ever, a small proportion of tumours harboured mutations
in more than one spliceosome component. Moreover,
we demonstrate that SF3B1 is the most commonly
mutated spliceosomal component gene in breast cancer

© 2014 The Authors. The Journal of Pathology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd J Pathol 2015; 235: 571–580
on behalf of Pathological Society of Great Britain and Ireland. www.pathsoc.org.uk www.thejournalofpathology.com
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High-throughput mRNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) promises 
simultaneous transcript discovery and abundance estimation1–3. 
However, this would require algorithms that are not restricted 
by prior gene annotations and that account for alternative 
transcription and splicing. Here we introduce such algorithms 
in an open-source software program called Cufflinks. To test 
Cufflinks, we sequenced and analyzed >430 million paired 
75-bp RNA-Seq reads from a mouse myoblast cell line over 
a differentiation time series. We detected 13,692 known 
transcripts and 3,724 previously unannotated ones, 62% of 
which are supported by independent expression data or by 
homologous genes in other species. Over the time series, 330 
genes showed complete switches in the dominant transcription 
start site (TSS) or splice isoform, and we observed more 
subtle shifts in 1,304 other genes. These results suggest that 
Cufflinks can illuminate the substantial regulatory flexibility 
and complexity in even this well-studied model of muscle 
development and that it can improve transcriptome-based 
genome annotation.

Recently, RNA-Seq has revealed tissue-specific alternative splicing4, 
novel genes and transcripts5 and genomic structural variations6. 
Deeply sampled RNA-Seq permits measurement of differential gene 
expression with greater sensitivity than expression7 and tiling8 micro-
arrays. However, the analysis of RNA-Seq data presents major chal-
lenges in transcript assembly and abundance estimation, arising from 
the ambiguous assignment of reads to isoforms8–10.

In earlier RNA-Seq experiments conducted by some of us, we esti-
mated the relative expression for each gene as the fraction of reads 
mapping to its exons after normalizing for gene length11. We did not 
attempt to allocate reads to specific alternate isoforms, although we 
found ample evidence that multiple splice and promoter isoforms are 
often coexpressed in a given tissue2. This raised biological questions 
about how the different forms are distributed across cell types and 
physiological states. In addition, our prior methods relied on anno-
tated gene models that, even in mouse, are incomplete. Longer reads 

(75 bp in this work versus 25 bp in our previous work) and pairs of 
reads from both ends of each RNA fragment can reduce uncertainty 
in assigning reads to alternative splice variants12. To produce use-
ful transcript-level abundance estimates from paired-end RNA-Seq 
data, we developed a new algorithm that can identify complete novel 
transcripts and probabilistically assign reads to isoforms.

For our initial demonstration of Cufflinks, we performed a time 
course of paired-end 75-bp RNA-Seq on a well-studied model of 
skeletal muscle development, the C2C12 mouse myoblast cell line13 
(see Online Methods). Regulated RNA expression of key transcrip-
tion factors drives myogenesis, and the execution of the differentia-
tion process involves changes in expression of hundreds of genes14,15. 
Previous studies have not measured global transcript isoform expres-
sion; however, there are well-documented expression changes at the 
whole-gene level for a set of marker genes in this system. We aimed to 
establish the prevalence of differential promoter use and differential  
splicing, because such data could reveal much about the model sys-
tem’s regulatory behavior. A gene with isoforms that code for the 
same protein may be subject to complex regulation to maintain a 
certain level of output in the face of changes in expression of its 
transcription factors. Alternatively, genes with isoforms that encode  
different proteins could be functionally specialized for different cell 
types or states. By analyzing changes in the relative abundances of 
transcripts produced by the alternative splicing of a single primary 
transcript, we hoped to infer the effects of post-transcriptional  
processing (for example, splicing) on RNA output separately from 
rates of primary transcription. Such analysis could identify key 
genes in the system and suggest experiments to establish how they 
are regulated.

We first mapped sequenced fragments to the mouse genome using 
an improved version of TopHat16, which can align reads across splice 
junctions without relying on gene annotation (Supplementary 
Methods, section 2). A fragment corresponds to a single cDNA 
molecule, which can be represented by a pair of reads from each 
end. Out of 215 million fragments, 171 million (79%) mapped to 
the genome, and 46 million spanned at least one putative splice 
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EST alignments or matched RefSeq isoforms from other organisms, 
and end point RT-PCR experiments confirmed new isoforms in genes 
of interest (Supplementary Table 3). We concluded that most of the 
unannotated transcripts we found are in the myogenic transcriptome 
and that the mouse annotation remains incomplete.

To estimate transcript abundances, we first selected a set of 11,079 
genes containing 17,416 high-confidence isoforms (Supplementary 
Data 1). Of these, 13,692 (79%) were known, and the remaining 3,724 
(21%) were novel isoforms of known genes present in multiple time 
points. We then developed a statistical model specifying the probabil-
ity of observing an RNA-Seq fragment. The model is parameterized 
by the abundances of these transcripts (Fig. 1d–f and Supplementary 
Methods, section 3). Cufflinks’ model allows for the probabilistic 
deconvolution of RNA-Seq fragment densities to account for cases in 
which genome alignments of fragments do not uniquely correspond 
to source transcripts. The model incorporates minimal assumptions23 
about the sequencing experiment, and it extends the unpaired read 
model of Jiang and Wong8 to the paired-end case.

Abundances were reported in FPKM. In these units, the relative 
abundances of transcripts are described in terms of the expected bio-
logical objects (fragments) observed from an RNA-Seq experiment, 
which in the future may not be represented by single or paired reads.  
Confidence intervals for estimates were obtained using a Bayesian 
inference method based on importance sampling from the posterior 
distribution. Abundances of spiked control 
sequences (R2 = 0.99) and benchmarks with 
simulated data (R2 = 0.96) revealed that 
Cufflinks’ abundance estimates are highly 
accurate. The inclusion of novel isoforms 
of known genes during abundance estima-
tion had a strong impact on the estimates of 
known isoforms in many genes (R2 = 0.90), 
highlighting the importance of coupling 
transcript discovery together with abun-
dance estimation.

We identified 7,770 genes and 10,480 iso-
forms undergoing significant abundance 
changes between some successive pair of 

time points (expected false discovery rate, abbreviated FDR, of <5%). 
Many genes show substantial transcript-level dynamics that are not 
reflected in their overall expression patterns (Supplementary Data 2).  
For example, Myc (Fig. 2a), a proto-oncogene that is known to be 
transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally regulated during myo-
genesis24, is downregulated overall during the time course, and, 
although isoforms A and B follow this pattern, isoform C has a more 
complex expression pattern (Fig. 2b).

We noted that many genes showed switching between major and 
minor transcripts; furthermore, some contained isoforms with 
muscle-specific functions, such as tropomyosin I and II, which dis-
play a marked switch in isoform dominance upon differentiation 
(Supplementary Methods, appendix b). However, many genes fea-
tured dynamics involving several isoforms with behavior too complex 
to be deemed ‘switching’.

In light of these observations, we classified the patterns of expres-
sion dynamics for transcripts, assigning them one of four ‘trajectories’ 
based on their expression curves being flat, increasing, decreasing or 
mixed (see Online Methods). On the basis of this trajectory classifi-
cation, a total of 1,634 genes were found to have multiple isoforms 
with different trajectories in the time course, and we hypothesized 
that differential promoter preference and differential splicing were 
responsible for the divergent patterns.

To explore the impact of regulation on mRNA output and to check 
whether it could explain the variability of trajectories, we grouped 
transcripts by their TSS instead of just by gene. Changes in the relative 
abundances of mRNAs spliced from the same pre-mRNA transcript are 
by definition post-transcriptional, so this grouping effectively discrimi-
nated changes in mRNA output associated with differential transcription 
from changes associated with differential post-transcriptional  
processing. Of the 3,486 genes in our high-confidence set with iso-
forms that shared a common TSS, 41% had TSS groups containing 
different isoform trajectories. Summing the expressions of isoforms 
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abundances of transcripts are described in terms of the expected bio-
logical objects (fragments) observed from an RNA-Seq experiment, 
which in the future may not be represented by single or paired reads.  
Confidence intervals for estimates were obtained using a Bayesian 
inference method based on importance sampling from the posterior 
distribution. Abundances of spiked control 
sequences (R2 = 0.99) and benchmarks with 
simulated data (R2 = 0.96) revealed that 
Cufflinks’ abundance estimates are highly 
accurate. The inclusion of novel isoforms 
of known genes during abundance estima-
tion had a strong impact on the estimates of 
known isoforms in many genes (R2 = 0.90), 
highlighting the importance of coupling 
transcript discovery together with abun-
dance estimation.

We identified 7,770 genes and 10,480 iso-
forms undergoing significant abundance 
changes between some successive pair of 

time points (expected false discovery rate, abbreviated FDR, of <5%). 
Many genes show substantial transcript-level dynamics that are not 
reflected in their overall expression patterns (Supplementary Data 2).  
For example, Myc (Fig. 2a), a proto-oncogene that is known to be 
transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally regulated during myo-
genesis24, is downregulated overall during the time course, and, 
although isoforms A and B follow this pattern, isoform C has a more 
complex expression pattern (Fig. 2b).

We noted that many genes showed switching between major and 
minor transcripts; furthermore, some contained isoforms with 
muscle-specific functions, such as tropomyosin I and II, which dis-
play a marked switch in isoform dominance upon differentiation 
(Supplementary Methods, appendix b). However, many genes fea-
tured dynamics involving several isoforms with behavior too complex 
to be deemed ‘switching’.

In light of these observations, we classified the patterns of expres-
sion dynamics for transcripts, assigning them one of four ‘trajectories’ 
based on their expression curves being flat, increasing, decreasing or 
mixed (see Online Methods). On the basis of this trajectory classifi-
cation, a total of 1,634 genes were found to have multiple isoforms 
with different trajectories in the time course, and we hypothesized 
that differential promoter preference and differential splicing were 
responsible for the divergent patterns.

To explore the impact of regulation on mRNA output and to check 
whether it could explain the variability of trajectories, we grouped 
transcripts by their TSS instead of just by gene. Changes in the relative 
abundances of mRNAs spliced from the same pre-mRNA transcript are 
by definition post-transcriptional, so this grouping effectively discrimi-
nated changes in mRNA output associated with differential transcription 
from changes associated with differential post-transcriptional  
processing. Of the 3,486 genes in our high-confidence set with iso-
forms that shared a common TSS, 41% had TSS groups containing 
different isoform trajectories. Summing the expressions of isoforms 
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effects are seen in changes in levels of isoforms of a single TSS group. 
(b) Isoforms of Myc have distinct expression dynamics. (c) Myc isoforms 
are downregulated as the time course proceeds. The width of the colored 
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octatomic S, dimethyltrisulfide, and dimethyl-
tetrasulfide, the latter two for about a combined
1 mmole/g; the fragment contained in addition
only naphthalene at 2 to 8 nmol/g, plus methyl-
naphthalenes and biphenol in subnanomole amounts,
but no alkanes or anthracene/phenanthrene.

The SM meteorite demonstrates that the com-
plexity of C-class asteroid surfaces is greater than
previously assumed. Rapid terrestrial alteration
probably erases many vestiges of the internal and
external processes on the asteroid that remain to be
explored in spacecraft sample-return missions.
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How species with similar repertoires of protein-coding genes differ so markedly at the phenotypic level is
poorly understood. By comparing organ transcriptomes from vertebrate species spanning ~350 million
years of evolution, we observed significant differences in alternative splicing complexity between
vertebrate lineages, with the highest complexity in primates. Within 6 million years, the splicing profiles of
physiologically equivalent organs diverged such that they are more strongly related to the identity of a
species than they are to organ type. Most vertebrate species-specific splicing patterns are cis-directed.
However, a subset of pronounced splicing changes are predicted to remodel protein interactions involving
trans-acting regulators. These events likely further contributed to the diversification of splicing and other
transcriptomic changes that underlie phenotypic differences among vertebrate species.

Vertebrate species possess diverse phe-
notypic characteristics, yet they share
similar repertoires of coding genes (1).

Evolutionary changes in transcriptomes under-
lie structural and regulatory differences asso-
ciated with species-specific characteristics. For

example, species-dependent mRNA and non-
coding RNA (ncRNA) expression patterns have
been linked to mutational changes in cis- and
trans-acting regulatory factors, as well as to phe-
notypic differences (2–5). However, because
organ-dependent mRNA expression levels with-
in individual species have been largely con-
served during vertebrate evolution (6, 7), it seems
unlikely that changes in gene expression (GE)
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octatomic S, dimethyltrisulfide, and dimethyl-
tetrasulfide, the latter two for about a combined
1 mmole/g; the fragment contained in addition
only naphthalene at 2 to 8 nmol/g, plus methyl-
naphthalenes and biphenol in subnanomole amounts,
but no alkanes or anthracene/phenanthrene.

The SM meteorite demonstrates that the com-
plexity of C-class asteroid surfaces is greater than
previously assumed. Rapid terrestrial alteration
probably erases many vestiges of the internal and
external processes on the asteroid that remain to be
explored in spacecraft sample-return missions.
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How species with similar repertoires of protein-coding genes differ so markedly at the phenotypic level is
poorly understood. By comparing organ transcriptomes from vertebrate species spanning ~350 million
years of evolution, we observed significant differences in alternative splicing complexity between
vertebrate lineages, with the highest complexity in primates. Within 6 million years, the splicing profiles of
physiologically equivalent organs diverged such that they are more strongly related to the identity of a
species than they are to organ type. Most vertebrate species-specific splicing patterns are cis-directed.
However, a subset of pronounced splicing changes are predicted to remodel protein interactions involving
trans-acting regulators. These events likely further contributed to the diversification of splicing and other
transcriptomic changes that underlie phenotypic differences among vertebrate species.

Vertebrate species possess diverse phe-
notypic characteristics, yet they share
similar repertoires of coding genes (1).

Evolutionary changes in transcriptomes under-
lie structural and regulatory differences asso-
ciated with species-specific characteristics. For

example, species-dependent mRNA and non-
coding RNA (ncRNA) expression patterns have
been linked to mutational changes in cis- and
trans-acting regulatory factors, as well as to phe-
notypic differences (2–5). However, because
organ-dependent mRNA expression levels with-
in individual species have been largely con-
served during vertebrate evolution (6, 7), it seems
unlikely that changes in gene expression (GE)
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account for the majority of phenotypic diver-
sity among vertebrates.

Through the variable use of cis-acting RNA
elements in exons and flanking introns that are
recognized by trans-acting factors, different pairs
of splice sites in primary transcripts can be se-

lected in a cell type–, condition-, or species-
specific manner (8–15). Changes in alternative
splicing (AS) may therefore represent a major
source of species-specific differences (16–25).
Here, we describe a genome-wide investigation
of AS differences among physiologically equiv-

alent organs from vertebrate species spanning the
major tetrapod lineages.

Evolution of alternative splicing complexity.
High-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq)
data were collected from whole brain, forebrain
cortex, cerebellum, heart, skeletal muscle, liver,

Fig. 1. Profiling of alternative splicing (AS) in vertebrates. (A) Relative
proportions of exons undergoing AS in each sample, as measured by de-
tection of middle exon skipping in random exon triplets, where the three
exons are represented by orthologs in the analyzed species (y-axis units
relative to the sample with lowest AS frequency). See fig. S1, A and B, for a
more detailed version; see table S5 for details on samples, including rep-
licates, and RNA-Seq data sets. (B) Percentage of common AS events be-
tween human and other species. (C) Symmetrical heat map of Spearman
correlations from PSI profiles. For each sample, PSI values for the 1550

orthologous exons in the 11 analyzed species were estimated. See fig. S4A
for a more detailed version. (D) Symmetrical heat map of Pearson correla-
tions from gene expression (GE) profiles. For each sample, mRNA expres-
sion [log cRPKM values (26)] of 1809 analyzed orthologous genes in the
11 analyzed species were estimated. Key as in (C). See fig. S4B for a more
detailed version. (E) Heat map of PSI values for 41 conserved cassette al-
ternative exons. Rows, exons; columns, samples. Key as in (C). See fig. S11B
for a more detailed version. Data are hierarchically clustered (complete meth-
od, Euclidean distance) for heat maps in (C) to (E).
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•  Comparing feature abundance under different conditions 

•  Assumed linearity, reproducibility and sensitivity 

 

•  When feature=gene, well-established pre- and post-analysis strategies 

exist (including those originally conceived for microarrays) 
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and phage lambda templates (Fig. 2c). These standards comprised 
long (~10,000 nt), intermediate (~1,500 nt) and short (~300 nt) 
transcripts, and they were designed to span the range of abundance 
(~0.5–50,000 transcripts per cell) typically observed in natural 
transcriptomes. RNA-Seq data for the standards were linear across 
a dynamic range of five orders of magnitude in RNA concentra-
tion. Sequence coverage over test transcripts was highly reproducible 
and quite uniform (Supplementary Fig. 1c). At current practical 
sequencing capacity and cost (~40 M mapped reads), transcript 
detection was robust at 1.0 RPKM and above for a typical 2-kilo-
base (kb) mRNA (~80 individual sequence reads resulting in a P 
value <10 16). Beyond simple detection confidence, we analyzed the 
impact of different amounts of sequencing on our ability to measure 
the concentration of a given transcript class (defined on the basis of 
RPKM) within ±5% (Fig. 2d). When these RNA standards are used 
in conjunction with information on cellular RNA content, abso-
lute transcript levels per cell can also be calculated. For example, on 
the basis of literature values for the mRNA content of a liver cell19 
and the RNA standards, we estimated that 3 RPKM corresponds to 
about one transcript per liver cell. For C2C12 tissue culture cells, for 

High read number is relevant for RNA-Seq because our ability to 
reliably detect and measure rare, yet physiologically relevant, RNA 
species (those with abundances of 1–10 RNAs per cell) depends on 
the number of independent pieces of evidence (sequence reads) 
obtained for transcripts from each gene. This constraint influenced 
our sequencing strategy, choice of instrument and choice of the 
25-bp read length.

The sensitivity of RNA-Seq will be a function of both molar con-
centration and transcript length. We therefore quantified transcript 
levels in reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads 
(RPKM) (Fig. 1a,c). The RPKM measure of read density reflects 
the molar concentration of a transcript in the starting sample by 
normalizing for RNA length and for the total read number in the 
measurement. This facilitates transparent comparison of transcript 
levels both within and between samples.

Examination of a well-characterized locus
Data from a 21-million-read transcriptome measurement of adult 
mouse skeletal muscle (Fig. 1b,c) illustrate some key characteris-
tics of our results. Myf6 (also known as Mrf4) is a much-studied 
myogenic transcription factor gene that is 
expressed specifically and modestly in mus-
cle, as expected, but silent in liver and brain. 
Evidence for Myf6 expression in skeletal 
muscle (Fig. 1b) consisted of 1,295 sequence 
reads 25 bp in length that map uniquely to 
Myf6 exons, and 30 reads that cross splice 
junctions; another four reads fell within the 
introns. Brain and liver measurements of 
similar total read number had 1 and 0 reads 
on Myf6 exons, illustrating favorable signal-
to-noise characteristics, absolute signal and 
specificity (Fig. 1c).

RNA-Seq global data properties
Technical replicate determinations of 
transcript abundance were reproducible  
(R2 = 0.96, Fig. 2a). Summing the replicates 
over an entire transcriptome (Fig. 2b, liver; 
Supplementary Table 2 online) showed that 
the vast majority of reads (93%) mapped to 
known and predicted exons, even though 
the exons comprise <2% of the entire 
genome; 4% of reads were within introns; 
and only 3% fell in the large intergenic terri-
tory. We expected to observe some intronic 
reads in total poly(A)+ RNA because such 
preparations are known to include partially 
processed nuclear RNAs and because some 
genes might have internal exons that have 
not yet been added to the gene models. The 
3% intergenic fraction places a rough upper 
bound on possible noise reads.

To assess the dynamic range of RNA-Seq 
and to test for possible effects of starting 
transcript length on the observed transcript 
abundance, we introduced into each exper-
imental sample a set of known RNA stan-
dards transcribed in vitro from Arabidopsis 
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Figure 2 | Reproducibility, linearity and sensitivity. (a) Comparison of two brain technical replicate 
RNA-Seq determinations for all mouse gene models (from the UCSC genome database), measured in 
reads per kilobase of exon per million mapped sequence reads (RPKM), which is a normalized measure 
of exonic read density; R2 = 0.96. (b) Distribution of uniquely mappable reads onto gene parts in 
the liver sample. Although 93% of the reads fall onto exons or the RNAFAR-enriched regions (see 
Fig. 3 and text), another 4% of the reads falls onto introns and 3% in intergenic regions. (c) Six in 
vitro–synthesized reference transcripts of lengths 0.3–10 kb were added to the liver RNA sample (1.2 
 104 to 1.2  109 transcripts per sample; R2 > 0.99). (d) Robustness of RPKM measurement as a 

function of RPKM expression level and depth of sequencing. Subsets of the entire liver dataset (with 
41 million mapped unique + splice + multireads) were used to calculate the expression level of genes 
in four different expression classes to their final expression level. Although the measured expression 
level of the 211 most highly expressed genes (black and cyan) was effectively unchanged after 8 
million mappable reads, the measured expression levels of the other two classes (purple and red) 
converged more slowly. The fraction of genes for which the measured expression level was within 5% 
of the final value is reported. 3 RPKM corresponds to approximately one transcript per cell in liver. The 
corresponding number of spliced reads in each subset is shown on the top x axis.
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the order of differential expression using 
the percentage of overlapping genes plot4. 
Specifically, genes detected as differentially 
expressed (P-value < 0.05) by a platform were 
first ranked by their fold changes to generate 
an ordered DEG list, one for RNA-seq and 
another for microarrays. We then calculated the overlap percentage 
between two ordered DEG lists for different numbers of DEGs taken 
from the top of both lists (half are upregulated genes and another 
half are downregulated genes). The plot of the percentage of over-
lapping genes provides a measure of the order preservation (con-
cordance) between the two platforms in a cutoff-free fashion. We 
observed a much higher concordance (~75% for most chemicals) 
for the above-median expressed genes (Fig. 3b) than for the below-
median expressed genes (20–40%) (Fig. 3c). As a point of reference, 
in our previous investigation comparing two sets of DEGs from 
treated rats and generated from identical experimental conditions 
with microarrays, we observed that the maximum within-laboratory 
overlap in DEGs was ~70% when no abundance-based filtering was 

applied4. This suggested that a high degree of concordance between 
two platforms is expected only if the above-median expressed genes 
are considered.

These results also suggested that the difference between the two 
platforms is largely determined by how accurately genes expressed 
at low levels are quantified. Therefore, we selected 18 cancer-related 
genes (Supplementary Table 5) and used quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (qPCR) to verify their responses to a subset of eight 
chemicals (a total of 65 chemical-gene pairs were assayed). These 
chemicals were selected to ensure that the validation results reflect the 
objectives of the overall study design (Online Methods). Fold change 
and P-value of differential expression for each chemical-gene pair are 
listed in Supplementary Table 6.

Both platforms exhibited a high concordance to qPCR in DEGs 
(94% for RNA-seq and 88% for microarray) for the above-median 
expressed genes (Fig. 4a). However, for the below-median expressed 
genes, although the high concordance remained for RNA-seq (89%; 
8 out of 9 DEGs verified), it was drastically lower for microarrays 
(17%; 1 out of 6 DEGs verified). We also compared the fold change 
of qPCR versus RNA-seq and qPCR versus microarray for the DEGs 
detected by qPCR. The RNA-seq data were correlated better with 
qPCR data (R2 = 0.97) than were the microarray data (R2 = 0.85) 
(Fig. 4b). Furthermore, the regression slope for RNA-seq is close 
to 1, whereas the slope for microarray deviates from 1 and is tilted 
toward the x-axis, showing the classic ratio compression phenom-
enon32. The analysis for each chemical separately yielded similar 
results (Supplementary Fig. 5).
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Figure 3 Transcript abundance–dependent 
concordance between RNA-seq and microarray. 
(a) Root mean squared distance (RMSD in  
y axis) between pairs of rats for each chemical 
and averaged over all the chemicals by bins of 
genes. Expression levels ranged from high (0%) 
to low (100%) and each bin, A to S, contained 
10% of the expressed genes. The analysis was 
performed on RNA-seq with six pipelines and the 
microarray with two normalization methods (RMA 
and MAS5). (b,c) For each chemical, the x axis 
represents the number of DEGs top ranked by 
the fold change with P < 0.05 for both platforms 
with equal numbers of up- and downregulation. 
The y axis represents the overlap (%) between 
platforms for a given number of ranked DEGs. 
Each line on the graph represents the overlap 
of DEG lists between two platforms for one 
chemical for above-median expressed genes (b) 
and below-median expressed genes (c).
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Figure 4 Concordance of RNA-seq and microarray data with qPCR data. 
(a) The qualitative agreement (differentially expressed or not) of RNA-seq 
and microarray against qPCR for the DEGs with above-median expression 
or below-median expression is shown along with the overall average 
results. Differential expression was determined by absolute fold change  
> 1.5 and P-value < 0.05. (b) Correlation of RNA-seq and microarray  
(y axis) with qPCR data (x axis) using the log2 fold change measure of the 
genes differentially expressed across the two gene-expression platforms 
under correlation analysis.
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•  Better dynamic range 

•  Not biased by probe design 

(specificity) 

•  More sensitive, no saturation 

•  Better validation 

•  More expensive (prices dropping) 



Library Prep i

Malone, J.H.
& Oliver, B.

A B 



Library Prep ii

Biological Technical 

Sampling Process 

12	  



Library Prep iii
A B 

13	  



Library Prep iii

A B 

14	  



Library Prep iv

Hansen, K.D. et al. (2010) Nuc. Acids Res.



Library Prep v

•  Duplicates (optical & PCR) 

•  Sequence errors 

•  Indels 

•  Repetitive/problematic 

sequence 

16	  



Hot off the sequencer… 

Auer and Doerg (2010) Genetics



FASTQC

18	  Q	  =	  -‐log10(Perror)	  



Trimming

•  Quality-based trimming 

•  Adapter ‘contamination’ 

19	  



Analysis overview

Oshlack, A. et al (2010) 
Genome Biology 20	  



Sequence to sense
Haas, B.J. & Zody, M.C. (2010)  
Nature Biotech. 

21	  



De novo assembly

Haas, B.J.. et al (2013)  
Nature Protocols 

•  e.g. Trinity 

22	  



Reference-based assembly

Genome mapping 
•  Can identify novel features 
•  Spice aware? 
•  Can be difficult to reconstruct 

isoform and gene structures 
	  

 
Transcriptome mapping 
•  No repetitive reference 
•  Overcomes issues of complex 

structures 
•  Novel features? 
•  How reliable is the 

transcriptome? 

	  
Trapnell & Salzberg (2009) Nature Biotech 23	  



A smart suit(e)

Trapnell, C. et al (2012) Nature Protocols 24	  

The	  Tuxedo	  suite	  



Tophat/Bowtie

25	  Trapnell, C. et al. (2010) Nature Biotech. 
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junction (Supplementary Table 1). Of the splice junctions spanned 
by fragment alignments, 70% were present in transcripts annotated 
by the UCSC, Ensembl or VEGA groups (known genes).

To recover the minimal set of transcripts supported by our frag-
ment alignments, we designed a comparative transcriptome assem-
bly algorithm. Expressed sequence tag (EST) assemblers such as 
PASA introduced the idea of collapsing alignments to transcripts 
on the basis of splicing compatibility17, and Dilworth’s theorem18 
has been used to assemble a parsimonious set of haplotypes from 
virus population sequencing reads19. Cufflinks extends these ideas, 
reducing the transcript assembly problem to finding a maximum 
matching in a weighted4 bipartite graph that represents com-
patibilities17 among fragments (Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary 
Methods, section 4). Noncoding RNAs20 and microRNAs21 have 
been reported to regulate cell differentiation and development, and 
coding genes are known to produce noncoding isoforms as a means 
of regulating protein levels through nonsense-mediated decay22. 
For these biologically motivated reasons, the assembler does not 
require that assembled transcripts contain an open reading frame 
(ORF). As Cufflinks does not make use of existing gene annotations 

during assembly, we validated the transcripts by first comparing 
individual time point assemblies to existing annotations.

We recovered a total of 13,692 known isoforms and 12,712 new iso-
forms of known genes. We estimate that 77% of the reads originated 
from previously known transcripts (Supplementary Table 2). Of the 
new isoforms, 7,395 (58%) contain novel splice junctions, with the 
remainder being novel combinations of known splicing outcomes; 
11,712 (92%) have an ORF, 8,752 of which end at an annotated stop 
codon. Although we sequenced deeply by current standards, 73% of 
the moderately abundant transcripts (15–30 expected fragments per 
kilobase of transcript per million fragments mapped, abbreviated 
FPKM; see below for further explanation) detected at the 60-h time 
point with three lanes of GAII transcriptome sequencing were fully 
recovered with just a single lane. Because distinguishing a full-length 
transcript from a partially assembled fragment is difficult, we con-
servatively excluded from further analyses the novel isoforms that 
were unique to a single time point. Out of the new isoforms, 3,724 
were present in multiple time points, and 581 were present at all 
time points; 6,518 (51%) of the new isoforms and 2,316 (62%) of 
the multiple time point novel isoforms were tiled by high-identity 
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Map paired cDNA
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to genome
TopHat
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Spliced fragment
alignments

Abundance estimationAssembly
Mutually

incompatible
fragments

Transcript coverage
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Overlap graph

Maximum likelihood
abundances
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Figure 1 Overview of Cufflinks. (a) The algorithm takes as input cDNA 
fragment sequences that have been aligned to the genome by software 
capable of producing spliced alignments, such as TopHat. (b–e) With 
paired-end RNA-Seq, Cufflinks treats each pair of fragment reads as 
a single alignment. The algorithm assembles overlapping ‘bundles’ of 
fragment alignments (b,c) separately, which reduces running time and 
memory use, because each bundle typically contains the fragments from 
no more than a few genes. Cufflinks then estimates the abundances of 
the assembled transcripts (d,e). The first step in fragment assembly is 
to identify pairs of ‘incompatible’ fragments that must have originated 
from distinct spliced mRNA isoforms (b). Fragments are connected in an 
‘overlap graph’ when they are compatible and their alignments overlap 
in the genome. Each fragment has one node in the graph, and an edge, 
directed from left to right along the genome, is placed between each 
pair of compatible fragments. In this example, the yellow, blue and red 
fragments must have originated from separate isoforms, but any other 
fragment could have come from the same transcript as one of these 
three. Isoforms are then assembled from the overlap graph (c). Paths 
through the graph correspond to sets of mutually compatible fragments 
that could be merged into complete isoforms. The overlap graph here can 
be minimally ‘covered’ by three paths (shaded in yellow, blue and red), 
each representing a different isoform. Dilworth’s Theorem states that 
the number of mutually incompatible reads is the same as the minimum 
number of transcripts needed to ‘explain’ all the fragments. Cufflinks 
implements a proof of Dilworth’s Theorem that produces a minimal set 
of paths that cover all the fragments in the overlap graph by finding the 
largest set of reads with the property that no two could have originated 
from the same isoform. Next, transcript abundance is estimated  
(d). Fragments are matched (denoted here using color) to the transcripts 
from which they could have originated. The violet fragment could have 
originated from the blue or red isoform. Gray fragments could have come 
from any of the three shown. Cufflinks estimates transcript abundances 
using a statistical model in which the probability of observing each 
fragment is a linear function of the abundances of the transcripts from 
which it could have originated. Because only the ends of each fragment 
are sequenced, the length of each may be unknown. Assigning a fragment 
to different isoforms often implies a different length for it. Cufflinks 
incorporates the distribution of fragment lengths to help assign fragments 
to isoforms. For example, the violet fragment would be much longer, and 
very improbable according to the Cufflinks model, if it were to come from 
the red isoform instead of the blue isoform. Last, the program numerically 
maximizes a function that assigns a likelihood to all possible sets of 
relative abundances of the yellow, red and blue isoforms ( 1, 2, 3)  
(e), producing the abundances that best explain the observed fragments, 
shown as a pie chart.



Tophat/Bowtie

Kim, D. et al (2013) Genome Biology 26	  



Tophat/Bowtie

Kim, D. et al (2013) Genome Biology 27	  



Cufflinks

Trapnell, C. et al. (2010) 
Nature Biotech. 28	  



How do we look?

29	  



Duplicates & RNA-seq

?
Single-end vs 
paired-end 

Variant calling vs 
DE analysis 

Intrinsically lower 
complexity 

Highly expressed 
genes 

Platform/pipeline 

Platform/pipeline 
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Counting 

Genome-based features 
•  Exon or gene boundaries? 

•  Isoform structures 

•  Gene multireads 

Oshlack, A. et al. (2010) Genome Biology 

Transcript-based features 
•  Transcript assembly  

•  Novel structures 

•  Isoform multireads 

31	  

(b)

CDS CDS CDS CDS



Counting (e.g. Htseq) 
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Counting (e.g. ERANGE) 
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candidate exons or parts of exons; and (iv) calculate the prevalence 
of transcripts from each known or newly proposed RNA, based on 
normalized counts of unique reads, spliced reads and multireads. 
The new candidate RNA regions produced can be thought of as 
ESTs, and, like ESTs, some are provisionally appended to existing 
gene models if they meet several additional criteria. Remaining 
unassigned candidate transcribed regions (labeled RNAFAR fea-
tures) can then be used in conjunction with other confirming data 
to develop new or revised gene models. Final RPKM values for 
each dataset, together with intermediate values calculated at ear-
lier steps in ERANGE, are in Supplementary Datasets 1, 2, and 3 
online.

Although RNA-Seq is not affected by background from cross-
hybridization, as microarrays are, it is not free of ambiguities 

which we know the starting cell number and RNA preparation yields 
needed to make the calculation, a transcript of 1 RPKM corresponds 
to approximately one transcript per cell.

Analysis strategy and software
To analyze these data, we developed Enhanced Read Analysis of 
Gene Expression (ERANGE), which is outlined in Figure 3a and is 
available as Supplementary Software online and at http://woldlab.
caltech.edu/RNA-Seq. The functions of ERANGE are to (i) assign 
reads that map uniquely in the genome to their site of origin and, for 
reads that match equally well to several sites (‘multireads’), assign 
them to their most likely site(s) of origin; (ii) detect splice-crossing 
reads and assign them to their gene of origin; (iii) organize reads 
that cluster together, but do not map to an already known exon, into 

Map reads to expanded genome 
(genome + splices + spikes) 

Map reads to known gene models 

Allocate unique, unambiguous reads 
to calculate preliminary RPKM 

Allocate ambiguous unique reads
to gene models based on RPKM

Aggregate other reads 
into candidate exons 

Consolidate with neighboring gene 
model if within radius 

Calculate the expanded exonic read 
density (RPKM) for each gene 

Calculate probability of multireads
coming from particular

locus based on gene RPKM

Calculate final RPKM for each gene 

Map unique reads (75%) 

Disambiguate unique reads (0.4%) 

Aggregate reads outside known exons (4%) 

Allocate multireads (21%) 
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c 

Figure 3 | Enhanced Read Analysis of Gene Expression (ERANGE) and the allocation of multireads. (a) The main steps in the computational pipeline are 
outlined at left, with different aspects of read assignment and weighting diagrammed at right and the corresponding number of gene model reads treated in 
muscle shown in parentheses. In each step, the sequence read or reads being assigned by the algorithm are shown as a black rectangle, and their assignment 
to one or more gene models is indicated in color. Sequence reads falling outside known or predicted regions are shown in gray. RNAFAR regions (clusters of 
reads that do not belong to any gene model in our reference set) are shown as dotted lines. They can either be assigned to neighboring gene models, if they 
are within a specified threshold radius (purple), or assigned their own predicted transcript model (green). Multireads (shown as parallelograms) are assigned 
fractionally to their different possible locations based on the expression levels of their respective gene models as described in the text. (b) Comparison 
of mouse liver expanded RPKM values to publicly available Affymetrix microarray intensities from GEO (GSE6850) for genes called as present by Rosetta 
Resolver. Expanded RPKMs include unique reads, spliced reads and RNAFAR candidate exon aggregation, but not multireads. Genes with >30% contribution 
of multireads to their final RPKM (Supplementary Fig. 4) are marked in red. (c) Comparison of Affymetrix intensity values with final RPKMs, which includes 
multireads. Note that the multiread-affected genes that are below the regression line in b straddle the regression line in c.
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Library size 
•  Sequencing depth varies 

between samples 

Counting & normalisation 

•  An estimate for the relative counts for each gene is obtained 

•  Assumed that this estimate is representative of the original population 

Gene Properties 
•  GC content, length, 

sequence 

Library composition 
•  Highly expressed genes 

overrepresented at cost of 
lowly expressed genes 
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Normalisation i
Total Count 
•  Normalise each sample by total number of reads sequenced 

•  Can also use another statistic similar to total count (median, upper quartile) 

Robinson, M.D. & Oshlack, A. (2010) Genome Biology 35	  

Other datasets
The global shift in log-fold-change caused by RNA com-
position differences occurs at varying degrees in other
RNA-seq datasets. For example, an M versus A plot for
the Cloonan et al. [12] dataset (Figure S3 in Additional
file 1) gives an estimated TMM scaling factor of 1.04
between the two samples (embryoid bodies versus
embryonic stem cells), sequenced on the SOLiD™ sys-
tem. The M versus A plot for this dataset also highlights
an interesting set of genes that have lower overall

expression, but higher in embryoid bodies. This explains
the positive shift in log-fold-changes for the remaining
genes. The TMM scale factor appears close to the med-
ian log-fold-changes amongst a set of approximately 500
mouse housekeeping genes (from [17]). As another
example, the Li et al. [18] dataset, using the llumina 1G
Genome Analyzer, exhibits a shift in the overall distri-
bution of log-fold-changes and gives a TMM scaling fac-
tor of 0.904 (Figure S4 in Additional file 1). However,
there are sequencing-based datasets that have quite
similar RNA outputs and may not need a significant
adjustment. For example, the small-RNA-seq data from
Kuchenbauer et al. [19] exhibits only a modest bias in
the log-fold-changes (Figure S5 in Additional file 1).
Spike-in controls have the potential to be used for

normalization. In this scenario, small but known
amounts of RNA from a foreign organism are added to
each sample at a specified concentration. In order to
use spike-in controls for normalization, the ratio of the
concentration of the spike to the sample must be kept
constant throughout the experiment. In practice, this is
difficult to achieve and small variations will lead to
biased estimation of the normalization factor. For exam-
ple, using the spiked-in DNA from the Mortazavi et al.
data set [11] would lead to unrealistic normalization fac-
tor estimates (Figure S6 in Additional file 1). As with

Figure 1 Normalization is required for RNA-seq data. Data from [6] comparing log ratios of (a) technical replicates and (b) liver versus
kidney expression levels, after adjusting for the total number of reads in each sample. The green line shows the smoothed distribution of log-
fold-changes of the housekeeping genes. (c) An M versus A plot comparing liver and kidney shows a clear offset from zero. Green points
indicate 545 housekeeping genes, while the green line signifies the median log-ratio of the housekeeping genes. The red line shows the
estimated TMM normalization factor. The smear of orange points highlights the genes that were observed in only one of the liver or kidney
tissues. The black arrow highlights the set of prominent genes that are largely attributable for the overall bias in log-fold-changes.

Table 1 Number of genes called differentially expressed
between liver and kidney at a false discovery rate <0.001
using different normalization methods

Library size
normalization

TMM
normalization

Overlap

Higher in liver 2,355 4,293 2,355

Higher in
kidney

8,332 4,935 4,935

Total 10,867 9,228 7,290

House keeping
genes (545)

Higher in liver 45 137 45

Higher in
kidney

376 220 220

Total 421 357 265

TMM, trimmed mean of M values.

Robinson and Oshlack Genome Biology 2010, 11:R25
http://genomebiology.com/2010/11/3/R25

Page 4 of 9



Normalisation ii

Oshlack, A. & Wakefield, M.J. (2009) Biology Direct 

RPKM 
•  Reads per kilobase per million = 

reads for gene A 

length of gene A (kb) X Total number of reads (M)  

36	  



Normalisation ii

Labbé, R.M. et al (2012) Stem Cells 

cRPKM 
•  Corrected reads per kilobase per million = 

reads for gene A 

# uniquely mappable positions in gene A (k) X Total # of mapped reads (M)  

37	  

Dependent	  on	  read	  length:	  
Maximum	  gene	  mappabilty	  =	  gene	  length	  –	  read	  length	  +	  1	  	  



Normalisation iii
Geometric scaling factor 
•  Implemented in DESeq

•  Assumes that most genes are not differentially expressed 

GM of Gene 1 

GM of Gene 2 

GM of Gene 3 

GM of Gene N 

. 

. 

. 
 

RC of Gene 1 

RC of Gene 2 

RC of Gene 3 

RC of Gene N 

. 

. 

. 
 

Median 

RC = read counts (per sample) 
GM = geometric mean (all samples) Anders, S. & Huber, W. (2010) Genome Biology 

estimateSizeFactors()
sizeFactors()



Normalisation iv

Trimmed mean of M 
•  Implemented in edgeR

•  Assumes most genes are 

not differentially 

expressed 

Weight each gene by 
inverse of its variance 
(‘trimming’*) 

k k’ 

For each gene g 

Mean weighted ratio 

39	  

calcNormFactors()

Robinson, M.D. & Oshlack, A. (2010) Genome Biology 

	  Ygk	  -‐	  observed	  count	  for	  gene	  g	  in	  library	  k	  
	  Nk	  	  -‐	  total	  number	  of	  reads	  for	  library	  k	  

	  r	  -‐	  reference	  sample	  
	  G*	  -‐	  not	  trimmed	  genes	  

	  [*typically	  30%	  on	  M	  and	  5%	  on	  A]	  



Differential expression
•  Simple 

3 
 
2 
 
1 
 
0 

A 

B 

All we need 
•  Know what the data look like 

•  Some measure of difference 

40	  



Modelling – old trends

•  What the data looks like: normal distribution

•  Some measure of difference: t-test

•  Technical replicates introduce some variance  

k 

41	  



Modelling – in fashion

•  Use the Poisson distribution for count data from technical replicates 

•  Just one parameter required – the mean  

k 

42	  



Modelling – in fashion

k1 

k2 

•  Biology is never that simple… 

Anders, S. & Huber, W. (2010) Genome Biology 

•  The negative binomial distribution represents an overdispersed Poisson 

distribution, and has parameters for both the mean and the overdispersion. 

43	  

Figure 1 Dependence of the variance on the mean for condition A in the fly RNA-Seq data. (a) The scatter plot shows the common-scale
sample variances (Equation (7)) plotted against the common-scale means (Equation (6)). The orange line is the fit w(q). The purple lines show the
variance implied by the Poisson distribution for each of the two samples, that is, s qj i A

^ ^
,
. The dashed orange line is the variance estimate used by

edgeR. (b) Same data as in (a), with the y-axis rescaled to show the squared coefficient of variation (SCV), that is all quantities are divided by the
square of the mean. In (b), the solid orange line incorporated the bias correction described in Supplementary Note C in Additional file 1. (The plot
only shows SCV values in the range [0, 0.2]. For a zoom-out to the full range, see Supplementary Figure S9 in Additional file 1.)
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Figure 2 Type-I error control. The panels show empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDFs) for P values from a comparison of one
replicate from condition A of the fly RNA-Seq data with the other one. No genes are truly differentially expressed, and the ECDF curves (blue)
should remain below the diagonal (gray). Panel (a): top row corresponds to DESeq, middle row to edgeR and bottom row to a Poisson-based c2

test. The right column shows the distributions for all genes, the left and middle columns show them separately for genes below and above a
mean of 100. Panel (b) shows the same data, but zooms into the range of small P values. The plots indicate that edgeR and DESeq control type I
error at (and in fact slightly below) the nominal rate, while the Poisson-based c2 test fails to do so. edgeR has an excess of small P values for low
counts: the blue line lies above the diagonal. This excess is, however, compensated by the method being more conservative for high counts. All
methods show a point mass at p = 1, this is due to the discreteness of the data, whose effect is particularly evident at low counts.

Anders and Huber Genome Biology 2010, 11:R106
http://genomebiology.com/2010/11/10/R106
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Modelling – in fashion
•  Estimating the dispersion parameter can be difficult with a small 

number of samples 

•  edgeR: models the variance as the sum of technical and biological 

variance 

•  ‘Share’ information from all genes to obtain global estimate - shrinkage
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Modelling – in fashion
•  DESeq uses a similar formulation of the variance term 
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The edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) package (Version 2.6.9) was used to
detect significantly DE genes between control and E2-treated samples.
Upper-quantile normalization was performed to normalize tag counts
among different samples. Tag-wise dispersion of a negative binomial dis-
tribution for each gene was estimated and used in the exactTest function
in edger package to identify DE genes. Genes with55 reads are removed
from calculation. In the simulation, under each sequencing depth, treat-
ment samples are randomly picked (without replacement) to compare
with the same number of control samples, and the numbers of DE
genes were calculated using edgeR, with a false discovery rate (FDR)
cutoff of 0.05 (Benjamini & Hochberg adjusted). Each sequencing
depth and biological replication was simulated 100 times.

For the power calculation and generation of Receiver-Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves, a list of 3292 genes was used as ‘true posi-
tives’ for E2-regulated genes. The list consisted of DE genes detected by
edgeR, using seven biological replicates, with a sequencing depth of 30 M
reads per replicate, and an FDR cutoff of 0.001. Using this gene list, we
computed true positive rates and true negative rates for each replication
level and each sequencing depth on varying FDR rates, then computed
power and constructed ROC curves based on these rates.

The coefficient of variation (CV) for the logFC was computed using
the top 100 DE genes (defined as those with the lowest FDR in edgeR
using seven replicates, 30M reads/replicate). Estimated logFC computed
at each level of replication and sequencing depth was simulated 100 times
as mentioned earlier in the text, and CVs were computed. The logCPM
(logarithm of counts per million reads) was used here as a proxy for the
estimation accuracy of expression level instead of FPKM because genes
with similar tag counts will have similar level of randomness in expression
estimation. The CV of logCPM was calculated similar to CV of logFC.
The high expression level genes were defined as genes with logCPM rank
1–100; medium expression level genes were defined as genes with logCPM
rank 2001–2100; and low expression level genes were defined as genes
with logCPM rank 12001–12100.

When calculating cost per DE gene, we made the following assump-
tions: Illumina sequencing cost per lane is $1200 (including reagents,
personnel, equipment depreciation and contracts), for each lane 150M
reads can be produced and maximum multiplexing for each lane is 24!.
The fixed cost for each sample is the library preparation cost, which is
assumed to be $250 (reagents and personnel).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Trade-off between sequencing depth and
biological replication

We calculated the number of significantly DE genes between
E2-treated MCF7 cells and control-treated MCF7 cells under
various levels of biological replication and sequencing depth
(Fig. 1a; see Section 2). The number of DE genes increases
with both increased number of biological replicates and increased
number of reads in each sample. However, the increase in
number of DE genes with sequencing depth has diminishing re-
turns after 10M reads. For example, at a sequencing depth of
10M reads, using two biological replicates for a total of 20M
combined reads, the average number of DE genes identified was
2011. When we used 15M reads and two biological replicates for
a total of 30M combined reads, the number is 2139, a 6% in-
crease for a 50% increase in reads. If instead we applied an
additional 10M reads to another biological replicate (three bio-
logical replicates for a total of 30M combined reads), we ob-
tained an average of 2709 DE genes, a 35% increase. Even when
we tripled the reads for the two biological replicates to 30M each

(60M combined total), we found an average of 2522 DE genes,
an increase of only 27%. Similar results were observed when we
used different significance cutoffs or using different software
package DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010) (Supplementary
Fig. S1).
Moreover, as one might expect based on most other biological

measurements (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995), substantial increase in
power through replication occurs regardless of sequencing depth.
At 30M depth, two replicates give 2553 DE genes, and three
replicates give 3447 DE genes, a 35% increase. If samples are
available, adding more biological replicates almost always
increases power significantly. Adding biological replicates has
diminishing returns only when the number of replications is
high. Increase from two biological replicates to three biological
replicates at 10M depth yielded a 34.7% increase in number of
DE genes, but increase from six replicates to seven replicates still
added 26.3% more DE genes at this sequencing depth (Fig. 1a).
When we split genes into high, medium and low expressed gene
sets and plotted the relationship between DE genes, sequencing
depth and replication level separately, we observed that biolo-
gical replicates increase DE genes for genes of all expression
levels as expected, but that replication was also more effective
than adding sequencing depth for all expression levels
(Supplementary Fig. S3).
Concordant with the total number of DE genes, statistical

power also increased as more sequence or biological replicates
were added (Fig. 1b). Similar to the trends in total numbers of
DE genes, we observed diminishing returns on power after 10M
reads/sample. For example, with two replicates, 10M reads/
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Fig. 1. (a) Increase in biological replication significantly increases the
number of DE genes identified. Numbers of sequencing reads have a
diminishing return after 10M reads. Line thickness indicates depth of
replication, with 2 replicates the darkest and 7 replicates the lightest.
The lines are smoothed averages for each replication level, with the
shaded regions corresponding to the 95% confidence intervals. (b)
Power of detecting DE genes increases with both sequencing depth
and biological replication. Similar to the trends in (a), increases in the
power showed diminishing returns after 10M reads. (c) ROC curves for
three biological replicates. Sequencing deeper than 10M reads did not
significantly improve statistical power and precision for detecting DE
genes. (d) The CV of logFC for the top 100 DE genes. The CV of the
logFC estimates decreased significantly as we added more biological rep-
licates, whereas adding sequencing depth after 10M reads had much less
effect
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sample (20M reads combined), we calculated a power of 0.46.
When we tripled the number of reads to 30M reads/sample
(60M reads combined), we observed a power of 0.55, only a
19.6% increase. In contrast, if we added another biological rep-
licate at 10M reads (30M reads combined), we reached a power
of 0.65, a 41.3% increase. When we split the genes into high,
medium and low expressers and plotted the relationship between
power, sequencing depth and replication (Supplementary
Fig. S4), similar trends were observed: replication added signifi-
cant power to detect DE genes regardless of expression and was
more effective than adding sequencing depth. If this strategy is
adopted, one possible concern is that with lower sequencing
depth, more genes will be dropped from the DE calculation, as
most software packages remove genes with55 reads. However,
in our dataset as long as number of reads exceeded 10M, redu-
cing sequencing depth had small effects on the number of genes
that were removed. (Supplementary Fig. S5).
To look further into the false-positive rates and false-negative

rates under these conditions, we constructed ROC curves for all
sequencing depths and replication levels (Fig. 1c; see Section 2).
At three biological replicates, 10M reads was nearly as good as
30M reads in terms of statistical power and precision (percentage
of true positives among all positives). Curves for other replica-
tion levels showed similar trends (Supplementary Fig. S2). For
ROC curves at 10M reads, similar to the trends in the power
curves, 4 replicates was very close to 6 replicates, whereas power
and precision gains from 2–3 replicates and 3–4 replicates were
more substantial.
To gain a quantitative estimate of how accurate these esti-

mates are under different conditions, we also examined indivi-
dual gene log fold changes (logFC) and expression level
estimation accuracy under different levels of replication and
sequencing depth. For logFC estimates, we calculated the
logFC CV for the top 100 most DE genes (Fig. 1d). For these
100 genes, adding sequencing reads after 10M reads had little
effect on CV when replication was high, whereas biological rep-
lication continued to improve accuracy of logFC estimation sig-
nificantly; high replication levels gave accuracies that are
probably not practically achievable by adding sequencing
depth at low replication levels.
For expression level estimation, we examined three groups of

genes: high, medium and low expression level (see Section 2). For
these three groups of genes, the CV of logCPM was calculated
and plotted against sequencing depth and replication level
(Fig. 2a–c). For highly expressed genes, accuracy of expression
level estimates was already high (Fig. 2a), and adding more reads
had little effect on accuracy, whereas biological replicates still
improved accuracy. For low expression genes (Fig. 2c), CVs
for expression estimates were much larger, and accuracy was
improved when either more reads or more replicates were
added. For genes with medium expression level (Fig. 2b), the
situation is somewhat in between, as expected: adding more
sequencing reads reduced CVs slightly, whereas biological repli-
cates still reduced CVs significantly. These results indicate that
biological replicates improve the accuracy in estimating expres-
sion level for all genes, regardless of expression level, whereas
adding sequencing depth will improve estimation accuracy
mostly for low expression genes.

3.2 A metric for cost-effectiveness

When choosing an experimental design for an RNA-seq differen-
tial expression study, the trade-off between number of biological
replicates and sequencing depth is an important consideration,
especially for large projects where many perturbation experiments
are performed. Our results indicate that biological replicates are
important for increasing the power for DE gene detection regard-
less of the sequencing depth used.
To guide experimental designs of RNA-seq studies for differ-

ential expression, we propose the following simple metric:

Cost per 1% power given a particular design

¼ fixed costs per sample"number of samplesþ sequencing costsð Þ
power

The cost per 1% power metric measures the cost-effectiveness
of a given study design. Fixed costs per sample include library
construction costs, sample costs and labor costs. Sequencing
costs are variable costs for each sample depending on the sequen-
cing depth and multiplexing scheme used. In study designs for
RNA-seq DE studies, we can compare different designs using
cost per 1% power after defining our total budget and desired
power.
Using this formula and some cost assumptions (see Section 2),

we calculated the cost per 1% power for different designs of our
experiment (Table 1). For our samples, the lowest cost per 1%
power was achieved at the 10M sequencing depth for 2–6 repli-
cates. The cost per 1% power did increase slightly when we
added more biological replicates, but having more biological rep-
licates also means higher power (Fig. 2b). If a larger number of
DE genes is desired in the study, the number of samples to be
used in the study can be decided based on such ‘standard curves’.
However, our cost calculation here does not reflect the sample
collection cost, which varies widely from project to project. For
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Fig. 2. (a–c) The CV of logCPM for high expression level genes (a),
medium expression level genes (b) and low expression level genes (c)
(see Section 2 for definition). High/medium expression level genes have
low CV for expression level estimates. Adding sequencing depth did not
have significant effect on accuracy of estimation, whereas adding biolo-
gical replicates improved accuracy significantly. For low expression level
genes, both adding sequencing depth and adding biological replication
level improved expression level estimation accuracy. (d) Number of
DE genes plotted against the total estimated sequencing cost. If
higher numbers of DE genes are needed, increased biological replication
should be used
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sample (20M reads combined), we calculated a power of 0.46.
When we tripled the number of reads to 30M reads/sample
(60M reads combined), we observed a power of 0.55, only a
19.6% increase. In contrast, if we added another biological rep-
licate at 10M reads (30M reads combined), we reached a power
of 0.65, a 41.3% increase. When we split the genes into high,
medium and low expressers and plotted the relationship between
power, sequencing depth and replication (Supplementary
Fig. S4), similar trends were observed: replication added signifi-
cant power to detect DE genes regardless of expression and was
more effective than adding sequencing depth. If this strategy is
adopted, one possible concern is that with lower sequencing
depth, more genes will be dropped from the DE calculation, as
most software packages remove genes with55 reads. However,
in our dataset as long as number of reads exceeded 10M, redu-
cing sequencing depth had small effects on the number of genes
that were removed. (Supplementary Fig. S5).
To look further into the false-positive rates and false-negative

rates under these conditions, we constructed ROC curves for all
sequencing depths and replication levels (Fig. 1c; see Section 2).
At three biological replicates, 10M reads was nearly as good as
30M reads in terms of statistical power and precision (percentage
of true positives among all positives). Curves for other replica-
tion levels showed similar trends (Supplementary Fig. S2). For
ROC curves at 10M reads, similar to the trends in the power
curves, 4 replicates was very close to 6 replicates, whereas power
and precision gains from 2–3 replicates and 3–4 replicates were
more substantial.
To gain a quantitative estimate of how accurate these esti-

mates are under different conditions, we also examined indivi-
dual gene log fold changes (logFC) and expression level
estimation accuracy under different levels of replication and
sequencing depth. For logFC estimates, we calculated the
logFC CV for the top 100 most DE genes (Fig. 1d). For these
100 genes, adding sequencing reads after 10M reads had little
effect on CV when replication was high, whereas biological rep-
lication continued to improve accuracy of logFC estimation sig-
nificantly; high replication levels gave accuracies that are
probably not practically achievable by adding sequencing
depth at low replication levels.
For expression level estimation, we examined three groups of

genes: high, medium and low expression level (see Section 2). For
these three groups of genes, the CV of logCPM was calculated
and plotted against sequencing depth and replication level
(Fig. 2a–c). For highly expressed genes, accuracy of expression
level estimates was already high (Fig. 2a), and adding more reads
had little effect on accuracy, whereas biological replicates still
improved accuracy. For low expression genes (Fig. 2c), CVs
for expression estimates were much larger, and accuracy was
improved when either more reads or more replicates were
added. For genes with medium expression level (Fig. 2b), the
situation is somewhat in between, as expected: adding more
sequencing reads reduced CVs slightly, whereas biological repli-
cates still reduced CVs significantly. These results indicate that
biological replicates improve the accuracy in estimating expres-
sion level for all genes, regardless of expression level, whereas
adding sequencing depth will improve estimation accuracy
mostly for low expression genes.

3.2 A metric for cost-effectiveness

When choosing an experimental design for an RNA-seq differen-
tial expression study, the trade-off between number of biological
replicates and sequencing depth is an important consideration,
especially for large projects where many perturbation experiments
are performed. Our results indicate that biological replicates are
important for increasing the power for DE gene detection regard-
less of the sequencing depth used.
To guide experimental designs of RNA-seq studies for differ-

ential expression, we propose the following simple metric:

Cost per 1% power given a particular design

¼ fixed costs per sample"number of samplesþ sequencing costsð Þ
power

The cost per 1% power metric measures the cost-effectiveness
of a given study design. Fixed costs per sample include library
construction costs, sample costs and labor costs. Sequencing
costs are variable costs for each sample depending on the sequen-
cing depth and multiplexing scheme used. In study designs for
RNA-seq DE studies, we can compare different designs using
cost per 1% power after defining our total budget and desired
power.
Using this formula and some cost assumptions (see Section 2),

we calculated the cost per 1% power for different designs of our
experiment (Table 1). For our samples, the lowest cost per 1%
power was achieved at the 10M sequencing depth for 2–6 repli-
cates. The cost per 1% power did increase slightly when we
added more biological replicates, but having more biological rep-
licates also means higher power (Fig. 2b). If a larger number of
DE genes is desired in the study, the number of samples to be
used in the study can be decided based on such ‘standard curves’.
However, our cost calculation here does not reflect the sample
collection cost, which varies widely from project to project. For
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Fig. 2. (a–c) The CV of logCPM for high expression level genes (a),
medium expression level genes (b) and low expression level genes (c)
(see Section 2 for definition). High/medium expression level genes have
low CV for expression level estimates. Adding sequencing depth did not
have significant effect on accuracy of estimation, whereas adding biolo-
gical replicates improved accuracy significantly. For low expression level
genes, both adding sequencing depth and adding biological replication
level improved expression level estimation accuracy. (d) Number of
DE genes plotted against the total estimated sequencing cost. If
higher numbers of DE genes are needed, increased biological replication
should be used
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sample (20M reads combined), we calculated a power of 0.46.
When we tripled the number of reads to 30M reads/sample
(60M reads combined), we observed a power of 0.55, only a
19.6% increase. In contrast, if we added another biological rep-
licate at 10M reads (30M reads combined), we reached a power
of 0.65, a 41.3% increase. When we split the genes into high,
medium and low expressers and plotted the relationship between
power, sequencing depth and replication (Supplementary
Fig. S4), similar trends were observed: replication added signifi-
cant power to detect DE genes regardless of expression and was
more effective than adding sequencing depth. If this strategy is
adopted, one possible concern is that with lower sequencing
depth, more genes will be dropped from the DE calculation, as
most software packages remove genes with55 reads. However,
in our dataset as long as number of reads exceeded 10M, redu-
cing sequencing depth had small effects on the number of genes
that were removed. (Supplementary Fig. S5).
To look further into the false-positive rates and false-negative

rates under these conditions, we constructed ROC curves for all
sequencing depths and replication levels (Fig. 1c; see Section 2).
At three biological replicates, 10M reads was nearly as good as
30M reads in terms of statistical power and precision (percentage
of true positives among all positives). Curves for other replica-
tion levels showed similar trends (Supplementary Fig. S2). For
ROC curves at 10M reads, similar to the trends in the power
curves, 4 replicates was very close to 6 replicates, whereas power
and precision gains from 2–3 replicates and 3–4 replicates were
more substantial.
To gain a quantitative estimate of how accurate these esti-

mates are under different conditions, we also examined indivi-
dual gene log fold changes (logFC) and expression level
estimation accuracy under different levels of replication and
sequencing depth. For logFC estimates, we calculated the
logFC CV for the top 100 most DE genes (Fig. 1d). For these
100 genes, adding sequencing reads after 10M reads had little
effect on CV when replication was high, whereas biological rep-
lication continued to improve accuracy of logFC estimation sig-
nificantly; high replication levels gave accuracies that are
probably not practically achievable by adding sequencing
depth at low replication levels.
For expression level estimation, we examined three groups of

genes: high, medium and low expression level (see Section 2). For
these three groups of genes, the CV of logCPM was calculated
and plotted against sequencing depth and replication level
(Fig. 2a–c). For highly expressed genes, accuracy of expression
level estimates was already high (Fig. 2a), and adding more reads
had little effect on accuracy, whereas biological replicates still
improved accuracy. For low expression genes (Fig. 2c), CVs
for expression estimates were much larger, and accuracy was
improved when either more reads or more replicates were
added. For genes with medium expression level (Fig. 2b), the
situation is somewhat in between, as expected: adding more
sequencing reads reduced CVs slightly, whereas biological repli-
cates still reduced CVs significantly. These results indicate that
biological replicates improve the accuracy in estimating expres-
sion level for all genes, regardless of expression level, whereas
adding sequencing depth will improve estimation accuracy
mostly for low expression genes.

3.2 A metric for cost-effectiveness

When choosing an experimental design for an RNA-seq differen-
tial expression study, the trade-off between number of biological
replicates and sequencing depth is an important consideration,
especially for large projects where many perturbation experiments
are performed. Our results indicate that biological replicates are
important for increasing the power for DE gene detection regard-
less of the sequencing depth used.
To guide experimental designs of RNA-seq studies for differ-

ential expression, we propose the following simple metric:

Cost per 1% power given a particular design

¼ fixed costs per sample"number of samplesþ sequencing costsð Þ
power

The cost per 1% power metric measures the cost-effectiveness
of a given study design. Fixed costs per sample include library
construction costs, sample costs and labor costs. Sequencing
costs are variable costs for each sample depending on the sequen-
cing depth and multiplexing scheme used. In study designs for
RNA-seq DE studies, we can compare different designs using
cost per 1% power after defining our total budget and desired
power.
Using this formula and some cost assumptions (see Section 2),

we calculated the cost per 1% power for different designs of our
experiment (Table 1). For our samples, the lowest cost per 1%
power was achieved at the 10M sequencing depth for 2–6 repli-
cates. The cost per 1% power did increase slightly when we
added more biological replicates, but having more biological rep-
licates also means higher power (Fig. 2b). If a larger number of
DE genes is desired in the study, the number of samples to be
used in the study can be decided based on such ‘standard curves’.
However, our cost calculation here does not reflect the sample
collection cost, which varies widely from project to project. For
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Fig. 2. (a–c) The CV of logCPM for high expression level genes (a),
medium expression level genes (b) and low expression level genes (c)
(see Section 2 for definition). High/medium expression level genes have
low CV for expression level estimates. Adding sequencing depth did not
have significant effect on accuracy of estimation, whereas adding biolo-
gical replicates improved accuracy significantly. For low expression level
genes, both adding sequencing depth and adding biological replication
level improved expression level estimation accuracy. (d) Number of
DE genes plotted against the total estimated sequencing cost. If
higher numbers of DE genes are needed, increased biological replication
should be used
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What next?
•  Hierarchical clustering = define metric & look for similarities 
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What next?
•  Merging clusters according to a metric 

Single  
(min. of pairwise distances)  
 

Distance between centroids Average linkage 
(mean of all pairwise distances) 

x 
x 

Complete  
(max. of pairwise distances) 
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